) is extended to regular operators with compact support.
The last section contains some examples. The operator in (1) above is shown to be regular and to have the origin for its support. It is shown that ie1 is a regular operator and that its restriction to t > 0 is e1/472V^3.
It is shown that the fundamental solution for the heat operator in two dimensions ((3) above) is a regular operator and its support is the half-line x. > 0, x = 0.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Professor Melvin Rosenfeld for many helpful discussions while this paper was being propared.
Notation.
We shall construct the field of Mikusiriski operators on R . For any ra-tuple a = (a.j, ■ • • , a^) £ R let R a = \x\ x £ R , x = (x^, ■ ■ ■ , xN), x . > a.
for each i = I, ■ ■ ■ , N\. C(R ) is the space of continuous functions on R . The support of / £ C(R ), supp /, is the closure of the set on which / is not zero. The space of operators is constructed using the convolution algebra C(R ) = C where (It.
aN(f))
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The convolution of / and g in CAR ) is denoted by juxtaposition; thus the function r = fg is given by r(x)=(/g)(x) = f°° f(x-t)g(t)dt Here the + means the algebraic sum of the two sets in 7? . Two corollaries Corollary 2.2. a(fg) = a(f) + a(g). (1) 4>n £&(RN), ra=l, 2,.--;
(2) for each e > 0 there is an nQ(e) such that ra > raQ implies supp 0 C 5(e); (3) (f>n(x) > 0 for all x £ RN and for all ra > 1;
This is an approximate identity in the sense that for any / £ C(/? ) the convolution products cf> f -> f uniformly on the set Sa = \x: x. < a .\ for each a e R .
Professor Mikusiriski calls such a sequence a "delta sequence".
Embeddings in m. There is a natural embedding of L(R ) into m(R )
given by 9 | C(RN) -%(RN), Hf) = af where af = f<p/<p.
Here (f> £ (AR ) is an arbitrary but fixed nonzero function. We will make the identification complete and ordinarily write fern. Again the only part which needs proof is the statement that p £ m =>supp p is contained in R a for some a. Since the proof is identical to the proof of the analogous statement for distributions we shall postpone the proof to the discussion of distributions. We shall instead give an example.
Let r be a smooth rectifiable arc in R which is contained in Ra fot some a. By hr we mean the measure of arc length on V, i.e., for / £ C, rf(x) = Jrf(x-t(s))ds. We will now prove the following theorem. (ii) a is a regular operator and for every approximate identity iA such that « = *l/lr*i=«2/*2----=g"/(A"=---' g"eC(RN), n=l,2,-.., the sequence g converges to f uniformly on every compact subset of Q.
(iii) a is a regular operator with the property that given any compact subset Proof. Take A = 11, 2\, ft ( = ft = ft2, gj =/ and g2 = g in the theorem. (ii) ora which a is an infinitely differentiable function;
(iii) on which a is equal to zero.
Proof. These are all local properties and thus the corollary follows from the theorem. is any fixed positive number there is an n" = nAe) such that for all ra > nAt) (3) supp / + S(c) 3 supp a since, for any fixed point x" £ supp a, there is an ra(xQ) such that ra > n(xA implies supp / + S(t) contains xQ. The compactness of supp a then implies that there is a single raQ = nAe) such that (3) holds for n > raQ.
We can now extend the theorem of Lions on compact supports to regular operators. A similar application of first (2 ) such that a, (x) = g Ax) on ft. // the sequence g, converges uniformly on compact subsets of ft to g then a(x) = g(x) on ft.
In Ll] the operator iel s is used as a finite part.
FPe1/4,/2V^"3 = iei/l. Since a = 7>j/(l -s2Aj) = ¡&j ^k=Q s2 hx , we will take an approximate identity t/>n(xj, x2) = ftn(x\)ftn(x2^ where ft is an approximate identity in one variable.
By the Denjoy-Carlemann theorem [5, p. 376] we can pick ft such that
(1) ft has support in (-1/«, 1/«), (2) ft is infinitely differentiable, is uniformly convergent on R" to a continuous function with support in
